INTRODUCING THE ALMOBILE CLOUD
Denton, TX – March 8, 2019 – This year at the 2019 ALMobile Users Conference, ALMobile users experienced the
debut of the newest and highly-anticipated product in the ALMobile lineup: ALMobile Cloud. Designed, built, and
deployed by Austin Lane Technology Professionals, the ALMobile Cloud is a powerful new way to store an
organization’s most important data, providing them access to their information anywhere, anytime.
Austin Lane Technologies’ cloud-based approach will make enterprises even more competitive, having immediate
access to ALMobile’s latest features and functionalities.
“We’ve spent the last 20 years in business ramping up to this moment. We couldn’t be more pleased with the final
product,” said Rob Graber, Austin Lane’s VP and CIO. “The ALMobile Cloud is a real game-changer for our clients.
We’re very excited about this year and we anticipate even greater growth as a result of ALMobile Cloud.”
Significant benefits of the ALMobile Cloud include removing the cost of hardware set up, the need for IT
management of Windows Servers and SQL, and a guaranteed uptime of ALMobile. Users can easily scale services
to fit their needs, customize applications, automatically receive software updates, and access cloud services from
anywhere. ALMobile users no longer have to worry about underlying infrastructure and related maintenance costs.
The ALMobile Cloud gives clients a competitive advantage by immediately providing the most innovative
technology available.
About Austin Lane Technologies
Celebrating its 20th year in business, Austin Lane Technologies is the leading mobile software provider for job site
intelligence. ALMobile offers advanced mobile technologies with comprehensive job site solution capabilities for
project management. ALMobile collects and delivers real-time job site data, turning it into accessible, actionable,
valuable information. Designed to streamline business processes and increase enterprise-wide efficiencies,
ALMobile lowers the risk of being over budget and behind schedule. Integrating with every major accounting
system, Austin Lane’s ALMobile serves the Construction, Environmental, Industrial, Oil & Gas, Rail, and Power
Industries.

